Securing the world’s workplaces with exceptional tech

IntelliTrac + TORUS

Intellitrac is your single source of truth

LESS DATA ENTRY
IMPROVED ACCURACY
UNIFIED REPORTING
ENHANCED SECURITY

COMPLETE CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

A secure, globally deployed IoT solution, Torus is the ‘key’ to protecting your assets, people and reputation.

Harnessing the latest technologies for security and peace of mind, Torus will elevate the efficiency, security and safety of your workplace.

Stop wasting money handing out keys, searching for lost keys or re-keying.

With fewer people needing physical contact with your keys and each other, your workplace will thrive in a post-COVID world.

15 KEYS 25 KEYS 50 KEYS 100 KEYS

Securing the world’s workplaces with exceptional tech
Update key access directly from Intellitrac
Real-time data sync between the two systems
All events and alarms are exported from Torus
Same card/credentials used across all sites – doors and cabinets
Data mask imported automatically from Intellitrac
Stop cardholders from leaving site or zone until they return their keys

Certified Security
Torus and Intellitrac are trusted names in security. We keep your data safe with best practice encryption and identity management, including multi-factor authentication and OTP.

ADVANTAGES

Remote key control
Control and monitor your keys within Intellitrac. Make fast, informed decisions with insightful dashboards and reports. Anywhere, Anytime!

SMS and email alerts
Resolve security risks faster and keep the right people informed.

Scalable
Perfect for organizations with multiple locations, nationally or internationally.

Easy to use
Torus cabinets and Intellitrac are easy to use - no training required.

Effortless to integrate
Torus cabinets securely connect to Intellitrac. No software installation and no local servers are required.
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A solution for the future
With over-the-air updates, the Torus solution keeps evolving making it a smart long term investment.
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Requirements
Torus cabinet
Torus software subscription
Weigand protocols
Intellitrac car pool booking solution
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